
Epiphany Under the Sun by Paul Theroux 

Paved roads ran where there had once been only rutted tracks; the train line to Balaka 
that I had taken in 1964 to a Mua leprosarium by the lake was defunct - and so was the 
leper colony. 

The ferry at Liwonde across the Shire River had been replaced by a bridge. All this was 
progress, but still on these new thoroughfares the Africans, buttocks showing in their 
tattered clothes, walked barefoot.  

I did not arrive in the hill-town of Zomba until after dark. The main street was unlit, 
people flitting and stumbling in the dark. Zomba had been the capital of Malawi's 
British incarnation, the little tea-growing protectorate of Nyasaland. 

The still small town was a collection of tin-roofed, red-brick buildings clustered together 
at the edge of Zomba plateau. The Zomba Gymkhana Club had been the settlers' 
meeting place and social centre in British times but, absurdly, membership was 
restricted according to pigmentation, whites predominating, a few Indians, some 
golden-skinned mixed-raced people known then as "coloureds". Even in the years just 
after Malawi's independence in 1964 the club was nearly all white - horsey men and 
women, cricketers and rugger hearties.  

Back then, I was not a member of any club, but was sometimes an unwilling party to 
rants by beer-swilling Brits, wearing club blazers and cardigans, and saying, "Let 
Africans in here and they'll be tearing up the billiard table and getting drunk and 
bringing their snotty little piccanins in the bar. There'll be some African woman nursing 
her baby in the games room."  

This was considered rude and racist, yet in its offensive way it was fairly prescient, for 
the rowdy teenagers now at the billiard table were stabbing their cues at the torn felt, 
the bar was full of drunks, and a woman was breast-feeding her baby under the dart 
board. But if the fabric of the place had deteriorated, the atmosphere was about the 
same as before. Some relics remained - the sets of kudu and springbok horns mounted 
high on the wall, the glass cases of dusty fishing flies. The calendar was months out of 
date, the portraits were gone, the floor was unswept.  

Soon my friend arrived and greeted me warmly. He was David Rubadiri, whom I had 
first met in 1963, when he had been headmaster of my school, Soche Hill - Sochay, was 
the correct way of saying it. The shortage of college graduates at independence meant 
that Rubadiri was plucked from the school and put into the diplomatic service.  

The prime minister, Hastings Banda, appointed him Malawi's ambassador to 
Washington. There, Rubadiri prospered until three or four months after independence, 



when there was a sudden power struggle. The cabinet ministers denounced Hastings 
Banda as a despot and held a vote of no confidence in parliament.  

From a distance, Rubadiri joined in, but Banda survived what became an attempted 
coup d'etat, and he turned on his accusers. Those who had opposed him either left the 
country or fought in the guerrilla underground. Banda remained in power for the next 
30 years.  

Rubadiri was disgraced for taking sides, and lost his job. He went to Uganda to teach at 
Makerere University. After it became known that I had assisted him - I delivered him his 
car, driving it 2,000 miles through the bush to Uganda - I was accused of aiding the 
rebels and branded a revolutionary. I was deported from Malawi late in 1965, ejected 
from the Peace Corps ("You have jeopardised the whole programme!"), and with 
Rubadiri's help, was hired at Makerere.  

One week I was a schoolteacher, the following week a university professor. The 
combination of physical risk, social activism, revolutionary fervour, Third World politics 
and naiveté characterised this drama of the 60s.  

So our careers, Rubadiri's and mine, had become intertwined. We had been friends for 
38 years. His fortunes had risen again with the change of government in Malawi. In the 
mid-90s he was appointed Malawi's ambassador to the UN, and after four or five years, 
was made vice-chancellor of the University of Malawi. 

He had two wives and nine children, and was now almost 70, grizzled and venerable. It 
was wonderful to see him again. We went down the hill to the University Club, another 
glorified bar from the 20s. One man I recognised almost immediately as an old student 
of mine - the same chubby face and big head on narrow shoulders, the same heavy-
lidded eyes that made him look ironic. His hair was grey but otherwise he was Sam 
Mpechetula, now wearing shoes. I had last seen him when he was a barefoot 15-year-old, 
in grey shorts.  

He was now 52, in a jacket and necktie. He was married, a father of four, and a teacher 
at Bunda College, outside Lilongwe. So at least I could say that one of my students had 
taken my place as an English teacher in a Malawi classroom. That had been one of my 
more modest goals.  

"Do you remember much about our school?" I asked. "It was a good school - the best. 
They were the best days of my life," he said. "The Peace Corps guys were wonderful. 
They brought blue jeans and long hair to Malawi."  

"What a legacy," I said. "They talked to Africans. Do you know, before they came, white 
people didn't talk to us."  



Long Enough in Jo’Burg by Zenga Longmore 

 
May this year saw my white step-brother, Fabian, and I step off the plane in a blaze of 
sunshine at Johannesburg airport. My heart was in my mouth. I felt that anything could 
happen in this, the world’s most controversial 1 country. Would people mistake Fabian 
and me for man and wife and arrest us? Fabian, who had been there before, assured me 
that we would be safe. 
 
Queuing for immigration was lengthy and slow; I suppose we were all being checked to 
see if we were subversives in any way. I smiled toothily at the officer, and used my best 
English accent on him, but he eyed me suspiciously, and only after a five-minute gaze 
into a computer did he reluctantly let me through. 
 
The airbus is the only form of mixed public transport in Johannesburg, so luckily Fabian 
and I could sit together as we whizzed through the Jo’burg suburbs. Large bungalows 
line the streets, interspersed with dinky little shops. Worn-looking African women, 
laden with shopping, plodded slowly in ones and twos, sulky white babies slumped on 
their backs. Men crowded around the shops, smoking and drinking beer out of cans. 
Few whites walked the streets, no Africans drove the cars. 
 
As soon as we approached the town centre, 
 
diamonds seemed to fall from the sky. Jo’burg glittered. Buildings shone in a haze of 
concrete and glass. Exquisite parks were dotted here and there, shops were filled with 
designer clothes, gold and precious gems, opulence radiated. 
 
We alighted from the bus and picked up the heavy luggage. ‘The hotel’s a ten-minute 
walk away,’ said Fabian. ‘I usually walk through the station, but I’m afraid we can’t 
today.’ ‘Why not?’ The station was an enormous stretch of polished wood and glass, but 
completely devoid of passengers. Then I looked up at a huge sign above the station, and 
almost dropped the luggage in shock. ‘WHITES ONLY.’ The letters were huge and 
belligerent2 . I have read and read about such things, but actually seeing them in front 
of me, and knowing they actually meant business, shook me to the hilt. To think there is 
a law which says that Fabian can walk in that station, but his sister can’t … I was lost for 
words, and could only nod my head and pick up my bags. 
 
A little way up I saw the sign: ‘BLACKS, ASIANS, COLOUREDS.’ A small, dark room 
crammed with people, arms and legs flailing3 , yet no one seemed to be talking. No 
noise, just an ominous silence. 

 



A Walk in the Woods by Bill Bryson 

 

We hiked till five and camped beside a tranquil spring in a small, grassy clearing in the 
trees just off the trail. Because it was our first day back on the trail, we were flush for 
food, including perishables like cheese and bread that had to be eaten before they went 
off or were shaken to bits in our packs, so we rather gorged ourselves, then sat around 
smoking and chatting idly until persistent and numerous midgelike creatures (no-see-
ums, as they are universally known along the trail) drove us into our tents. It was perfect 
sleeping weather, cool enough to need a bag but warm enough that you could sleep in 
your underwear, and I was looking forward to a long night's snooze--indeed was 
enjoying a long night's snooze--when, at some indeterminate dark hour, there was a 
sound nearby that made my eyes fly open. Normally, I slept through everything--
through thunderstorms, through Katz's snoring and noisy midnight pees--so something 
big enough or distinctive enough to wake me was unusual. There was a sound of 
undergrowth being disturbed--a click of breaking branches, a weighty pushing through 
low foliage--and then a kind of large, vaguely irritable snuffling noise. 
 
Bear! 
 
I sat bolt upright. Instantly every neuron in my brain was awake and dashing around 
frantically, like ants when you disturb their nest. I reached instinctively for my knife, 
then realized I had left it in my pack, just outside the tent. Nocturnal defense had ceased 
to be a concern after many successive nights of tranquil woodland repose. There was 
another noise, quite near. 
 
"Stephen, you awake?" I whispered. 
 
"Yup," he replied in a weary but normal voice. 
 
"What was that?" 
 
"How the hell should I know." 
 
"It sounded big." 
 
"Everything sounds big in the woods." 
 
This was true. Once a skunk had come plodding through our camp and it had sounded 
like a stegosaurus. There was another heavy rustle and then the sound of lapping at the 



spring. It was having a drink, whatever it was. 
 
I shuffled on my knees to the foot of the tent, cautiously unzipped the mesh and peered 
out, but it was pitch black. As quietly as I could, I brought in my backpack and with the 
light of a small flashlight searched through it for my knife. When I found it and opened 
the blade I was appalled at how wimpy it looked. It was a perfectly respectable appliance 
for, say, buttering pancakes, but patently inadequate for defending oneself against 400 
pounds of ravenous fur. 
 
Carefully, very carefully, I climbed from the tent and put on the flashlight, which cast a 
distressingly feeble beam. Something about fifteen or twenty feet away looked up at me. 
I couldn't see anything at all of its shape or size--only two shining eyes. It went silent, 
whatever it was, and stared back at me. 
 
"Stephen," I whispered at his tent, "did you pack a knife?" 
 
"No." 
 
"Have you get anything sharp at all?" 
 
He thought for a moment. "Nail clippers." 
 
I made a despairing face. "Anything a little more vicious than that? Because, you see, 
there is definitely something out here." 
 
"It's probably just a skunk." 
 
"Then it's one big skunk. Its eyes are three feet off the ground." 
 
"A deer then." 
 
I nervously threw a stick at the animal, and it didn't move, whatever it was. A deer 
would have bolted. This thing just blinked once and kept staring. 
 
I reported this to Katz. 
 
"Probably a buck. They're not so timid. Try shouting at it." 
 
I cautiously shouted at it: "Hey! You there! Scat!" The creature blinked again, singularly 
unmoved. "You shout," I said. 
 



"Oh, you brute, go away, do!" Katz shouted in merciless imitation. "Please withdraw at 
once, you horrid creature." 
 
"Fuck you," I said and lugged my tent right over to his. I didn't know what this would 
achieve exactly, but it brought me a tiny measure of comfort to be nearer to him. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Dracula by Bram Stoker 
 

3 May. Bistritz.—Left Munich at 8:35 P. M., on 1st May, arriving at Vienna early next 
morning; should have arrived at 6:46, but train was an hour late. Buda-Pesth seems a wonderful 
place, from the glimpse which I got of it from the train and the little I could walk through the 
streets. I feared to go very far from the station, as we had arrived late and would start as near the 
correct time as possible. The impression I had was that we were leaving the West and entering the 
East; the most western of splendid bridges over the Danube, which is here of noble width and 
depth, took us among the traditions of Turkish rule. 

We left in pretty good time, and came after nightfall to Klausenburgh. Here I stopped for the 
night at the Hotel Royale. I had for dinner, or rather supper, a chicken done up some way with red 
pepper, which was very good but thirsty. (Mem., get recipe for Mina.) I asked the waiter, and he 
said it was called “paprika hendl,” and that, as it was a national dish, I should be able to get it 
anywhere along the Carpathians. I found my smattering of German very useful here; indeed, I 
don’t know how I should be able to get on without it. 

Having had some time at my disposal when in London, I had visited the British Museum, and 
made search among the books and maps in the library regarding Transylvania; it had struck me 
that some foreknowledge of the country could hardly fail to have some importance in dealing with 
a nobleman of that country. I find that the district he named is in the extreme east of the country, 
just on the borders of three states, Transylvania, Moldavia and Bukovina, in the midst of the 
Carpathian mountains; one of the wildest and least known portions of Europe. I was not able to 
light on any map or work giving the exact locality of the Castle Dracula, as there are no maps of 
this country as yet to compare with our own Ordnance Survey maps; but I found that Bistritz, the 
post town named by Count Dracula, is a fairly well-known place. I shall enter here some of my 
notes, as they may refresh my memory when I talk over my travels with Mina. 

In the population of Transylvania there are four distinct nationalities: Saxons in the South, 
and mixed with them the Wallachs, who are the descendants of the Dacians; Magyars in the West, 
and Szekelys in the East and North. I am going among the latter, who claim to be descended from 
Attila and the Huns. This may be so, for when the Magyars conquered the country in the eleventh 
century they found the Huns settled in it. I read that every known superstition in the world is 
gathered into the horseshoe of the Carpathians, as if it were the centre of some sort of imaginative 
whirlpool; if so my stay may be very interesting. (Mem., I must ask the Count all about them.) 

I did not sleep well, though my bed was comfortable enough, for I had all sorts of queer 
dreams. There was a dog howling all night under my window, which may have had something to 
do with it; or it may have been the paprika, for I had to drink up all the water in my carafe, and 
was still thirsty. Towards morning I slept and was wakened by the continuous knocking at my 
door, so I guess I must have been sleeping soundly then. I had for breakfast more paprika, and a 
sort of porridge of maize flour which they said was “mamaliga,” and egg-plant stuffed with 
forcemeat, a very excellent dish, which they call “impletata.” (Mem., get recipe for this also.) I had 
to hurry breakfast, for the train started a little before eight, or rather it ought to have done so, for 



after rushing to the station at 7:30 I had to sit in the carriage for more than an hour before we began 
to move. It seems to me that the further east you go the more unpunctual are the trains. What ought 
they to be in China? 

All day long we seemed to dawdle through a country which was full of beauty of every kind. 
Sometimes we saw little towns or castles on the top of steep hills such as we see in old missals; 
sometimes we ran by rivers and streams which seemed from the wide stony margin on each side 
of them to be subject to great floods. It takes a lot of water, and running strong, to sweep the outside 
edge of a river clear. At every station there were groups of people, sometimes crowds, and in all 
sorts of attire. Some of them were just like the peasants at home or those I saw coming through 
France and Germany, with short jackets and round hats and home-made trousers; but others were 
very picturesque. The women looked pretty, except when you got near them, but they were very 
clumsy about the waist. They had all full white sleeves of some kind or other, and most of them 
had big belts with a lot of strips of something fluttering from them like the dresses in a ballet, but 
of course there were petticoats under them. The strangest figures we saw were the Slovaks, who 
were more barbarian than the rest, with their big cow-boy hats, great baggy dirty-white trousers, 
white linen shirts, and enormous heavy leather belts, nearly a foot wide, all studded over with brass 
nails. They wore high boots, with their trousers tucked into them, and had long black hair and 
heavy black moustaches. They are very picturesque, but do not look prepossessing. On the stage 
they would be set down at once as some old Oriental band of brigands. They are, however, I am 
told, very harmless and rather wanting in natural self-assertion. 

It was on the dark side of twilight when we got to Bistritz, which is a very interesting old 
place. Being practically on the frontier—for the Borgo Pass leads from it into Bukovina—it has 
had a very stormy existence, and it certainly shows marks of it. Fifty years ago a series of great 
fires took place, which made terrible havoc on five separate occasions. At the very beginning of 
the seventeenth century it underwent a siege of three weeks and lost 13,000 people, the casualties 
of war proper being assisted by famine and disease. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



A Fish with Hair by Ron Martin 
 
It is long before first light when I arrive at the dock and find the boat that will take me to Fua 
Mulaku. It is a dhoni, one of those whimsical crafts unique to the Maldives, planked out with 
tarred palm wood, boasting some 60 feet of waterline and sporting a curlicue bowsprit — a 
Viking ship with a sense of humor. On the bow, a lone figure sits hunched under a madras 
sheet, whittling away at a coconut husk — beak of a nose, eyes dark as the ages, a cigarette 
dangling from his mouth. But upon my “hello,” the figure leaps up. Behold, it is a boy. And he 
has a knife. 

He calls out something in Dhivehi, and from amidships other figures stir beneath the sheets. 
The boy keeps his eyes on me, silent and suspicious, knife at his side. Now the captain 
presents himself. His name is Mohammed, a grinning, snaggletoothed fellow who takes my 
money and gestures me aboard. The boy points questioningly at the mask and fins lashed to my 
canvas duffel. 

“For looking under the water,” I say, pretending to dive in, puffing out my cheeks and performing 
a faux breaststroke. The boy smirks and says something that prompts Mohammed to take a 
swat at him. The boy dodges and runs away as the captain hurls invectives at him. 

“The boy, it is not so very nice what he said,” Mohammed explains. He looks embarrassed. “He 
says you are a fish with hair.” I tell him I’ve been called much worse. “Perhaps,” he replies. “But 
in the Maldives, to call someone a fish with hair is most unkind.” A cultural thing, I guess. And 
I’m still gnawing over the implications when the boat putters away from the dock. 

The Republic of Maldives begins about 300 miles southwest of the tail end of India, comprising 
a hopscotch of coral atolls that stretches for 510 miles on either side of the equator. Only in the 
past 40 years or so have tourists been arriving. The many island resorts here are sequestered 
in a few confined regions. Without jumping through all sorts of bureaucratic hoops like I had, 
foreigners are not regularly permitted on any of the so-called inhabited islands, like Fua Mulaku, 
where I was heading. It will take five hours over the wide-open Indian Ocean just to get there. 

The boy’s name is Abdul. He is 14. And whenever something needs doing on the boat, he is 
there to do it. Crawling in the engine well to tinker with a gummed-up fuel pump. Climbing out on 
the bowsprit to navigate Mohammed through a reef. Even taking his turn at the wheel when the 
captain needs a break. Abdul is indispensable, a born boatman. The other three crewmen have 
come along, it seems, mostly for ballast. 



Every now and then Abdul sits back on his haunches, smokes a cigarette and studies me while 
he whittles at the coconut husk. I smile and, in various ways, try to connect with him. Nothing. 
He has already written me off: a fish with hair. 

Midmorning we slow to pass through a narrow channel in the atoll’s outer reef. A long stretch of 
coral heads reveals itself, the boat moving past them just above idle speed. I put on a mask and 
fins, and pantomiming my intentions to a not fully comprehending Mohammed, I grab the stern 
line and leap off the transom. Behind me, I can hear the commotion as Abdul and the other 
crewmen storm the gunwales to witness a fool at play. I bodysurf from side to side, taking in the 
scenery below — vast canyons of coral and reef fish galore. When I am finally back aboard the 
boat, Abdul is immediately in my face, waving his arms and interrogating me. 

“He wants to know what you saw,” Mohammed says. I tell Abdul he should put on the mask and 
see for himself. He shakes his head, appalled by the notion. “He does not swim,” says 
Mohammed. Neither does Mohammed. Or anyone else on board. For all that makes the Indian 
Ocean instrumental in their lives, Maldivians do not look kindly upon it. The ocean is both 
highway and grocery store. It takes them places and provides them food. It is not much used for 
pleasure. If anything, in the Maldives there’s a general and altogether valid sense that the ocean 
cannot be trusted. The country’s 1,200-plus islands are flatter than flounder, and if the most dire 
of warnings about global warming hold true, then the Maldives could, one day not all that far off, 
quite simply disappear. 

That some foreigner with a mask and fins would so willingly cavort with the enemy? I can 
understand why they might call him a name most unkind. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Four Corners by Kira Salak 
 
I left Tahiti behind, still hearing Coco’s words, You always go, non? 

The plane rose and I watched the shores of French Polynesia fade to a spread of blue 
ocean. The fragrance of Tahiti seemed to linger on my skin, in my hair, like a memory 
that couldn’t be washed away. 

A flight attendant handed me an Air New Zealand survey. One of the questions asked: 
“How do you generally prefer to travel?” 

I smiled to myself as I checked the box, “Independently, without prior arrangements.” A 
lifetime summed up. 

I began to look forward to Papua New Guinea; it was one of the most unfamiliar and 
daunting places I could think of choosing for a journey. In particular, it had a vast, 
uninhabited jungle that would be so indifferent to my presence that it could consume 
me without a trace. I would go way into that jungle and get myself out again. It would be 
hard. It would be the ultimate test. I knew that Papua New Guinea had a reputation for 
being especially dangerous, was overrun with gangs of hoodlums and terrorized by 
violence. So here again was the challenge: Get yourself out of the place. I would have to 
toughen up like never before. No fear. I would be forced to have confidence in myself, 
and to trust in my capabilities. I would need to become someone new, altogether, an 
entirely different kind of person. A fighter. 

I tried to imagine what the country would look like, and recalled the photos 
from National Geographic and other magazines showing a jungle so thick it resembled 
the entrails of a giant beast, vines winding about primordial trees. Here, here, was the 
place for accomplishing something, for transforming. 

And who knows? Maybe through the process I would emerge in some new wild and 
fantastic place like one of the lands of my childhood imagination. It might be a place 
similar to what Gauguin had found when he left Tahiti in 1901, fleeing to the remote 
Marquesas Islands, where he’d written that “poetry wells up of itself, and one has only to 
drift into dreaming….” I imagined some similar untouched and sacred land, an entry 
into a true paradise that would offer the kind of rest and peace that I would never want 
to leave. 

Down below, Tahiti’s perfect illusion was succumbing to the chaos that had started just 
as I left. French authorities seized Greenpeace’s ship, Rainbow Warrior, arrested the 
crew, and went on with the first of five nuclear tests on the Mururoa atoll. Papeete’s 
idyllic harbor, its quaint oceanfront stores, became the scene of riots. A state of 
emergency was declared. The airport was firebombed. Looters destroyed and ransacked 



shops and businesses until French forces were called in to restore order. Through it all, I 
knew only one thing: The sunsets would look the same, as aloof and splendid as always. 

--- 

Cairns, Australia. I sit at a café table, sipping from my third glass of Fosters. The beer 
does little to calm my nerves. Tomorrow morning I’ll be flying to Papua New Guinea, 
and if even a shred of what I’ve heard about the place is true, I’ve got reason to be 
nervous. The country’s reputation for violence has been backed up by every Aussie I’ve 
talked to. Port Moresby, the capital, ranks among the most dangerous cities in the 
world. 

Add to these facts the difficulty of altogether abandoning the familiar— the difficulty of 
abandoning it on my own. No more of the safety and luxury that a place like Australia 
offers. I can only hope I’ll be strong enough for this trip, that I’ll have what it takes, 
whatever it might be. 

But maybe if I can get a vague plan going, I can waylay the anxiety. I take out my map of 
Papua New Guinea and smooth it down on the table, my beer bottle putting a wet ring in 
the middle of the Coral Sea. The map shows a marvelous mass of jungle without roads or 
railroads. One big landmass with tiny circles to mark the occasional village—lone circles 
a hundred miles from each other, circles in the midst of mountain ranges, circles hidden 
in swamps. Many of the circles don’t have a name. I try to imagine reaching the circles. 
Surely it can be done. Rivers branch into streams, which branch into creeks and 
swamps, all of which one could conceivably cover by canoe. And, for those lonely circles 
in the mountains, one merely has to walk. 

Drunk—or nearly—I see that PNG has two main rivers: the Fly River in the south, and 
the Sepik River in the north. In between them is the Highlands, a 14,000-foot-high 
backbone that traverses the island of New Guinea. British explorer Ivan Champion had 
been the first European to cross PNG by going up the Fly, over the Highlands, and down 
the Sepik in 1927. Why not try doing the same thing? Does it make any difference that 
I’m a woman, wanting to do it alone? Should it make any difference? 

Of course none of the New Guinea explorers were women. Men were always the ones 
surveying the new terrain, figuring out convenient routes from one valley to another. 
The jungle had been informally declared off-limits for women: It was considered too hot 
and dangerous; it had an annoying habit of muddying up clothes, sweating up bodies. 
And women were supposed to be too frail to go climbing up mountains by themselves, 
too squeamish to tolerate the assorted jungle creatures. Men in the adventure stories 
were always intentionally leaving their women behind—burdensome, awkward 
charges— only to discover, paradoxically, that they were the reason to return home. I’m 



not ready to buy any of it, though. I want all the mud, sweat, bugs, toil. Worse, if 
possible. I haven’t a single romantic notion in my head about this trip: I know it’s going 
to be the hardest thing I’ve done yet. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Oaxaca Journal by Oliver Sachs 
Friday 
 
I am on my way to Oaxaca to meet up with some botanical friends for a fern foray, looking forward to a 
week away from New York’s icy winter. The plane itself—an AeroMexico flight—has an atmosphere 
quite unlike anything I’ve ever seen. We are scarcely off the ground before everyone gets up—chatting in 
the aisles, opening bags of food, breast-feeding babies—an instant social scene, like a Mexican café or 
market. One is already in Mexico as soon as one boards. The seat-belt signs are still on, but nobody pays 
any attention to them. I have had a little of this feeling on Spanish and Italian planes, but it is far more 
marked here: this instant fiesta, this sunny laughing atmosphere all round me. How crucial it is to see 
other cultures, to see how special, how local they are, how un-universal one’s own is. What a rigid, 
joyless atmosphere there is, in contrast, on most North American flights. I begin to think I will enjoy this 
visit. So little enjoyment, in a sense, is “permitted” these days—and yet, surely, life should be enjoyed? 
  
My neighbor, a jolly businessman from Chiapas, wishes me “Bon appetit!” then the Spanish version of 
this, “¡Buen provecho!” when the meal comes. I cannot read anything on the menu, so I say yes to what I 
am first offered—a mistake, for it turns out to be an empanada whereas I wanted the chicken or fish. My 
shyness, my inability to speak other languages, alas, is a problem. I dislike the empanada, but eat some as 
part of my acculturation. 
   
Observing that I said yes when asked about the empanada, obviously having no idea what it was, and then 
as obviously disliking it when it came, my neighbor has again lent me his guidebook, suggesting that I 
look at the bilingual glossary of Mexican foods and the illustrations that go with this. I should be careful, 
for example, to distinguish between atún and tuna, for the Spanish word tuna does not denote tuna fish, 
but the fruit of a prickly pear. Otherwise I will keep getting fruit when I want fish. 
  
Finding a section in the guidebook on plants, I ask him about Mala mujer, bad woman, a dangerous-
looking tree with nettlelike stinging hairs. He tells me that youths in small-town dancing halls throw 
branches of it around to get the girls, everyone, scratching. This is something between a joke and a crime. 
  
“Welcome to Mexico!” my companion says as we touch down, adding, “You will find much that is 
unusual and of great interest.” As the plane draws to a halt he gives me his card. “Phone me,” he says, “if 
there is any way I can be of help while you are visiting our country.” I am very touched by the sweetness 
and courtesy of this man. Is this a characteristic Latin American courtesy? A personal one? Or just the 
sort of brief encounter which happens on trains and planes? 
  
In the airport we meet up with a huge man, wearing a plaid shirt, a straw hat and suspenders, just in from 
Atlanta. He introduces himself—David Emory—and his wife, Sally. He was at college with John Mickel 
(our mutual friend, who has organized this trip), he tells me, back in ’52, at Oberlin. John was an 
undergrad then, David a grad student. He was the one who turned John onto ferns. I confess that, even 
more than ferns, my own preference is for the so-called fern allies: clubmosses 
(Lycopodium), horsetails (Equisetum), spike mosses (Selaginella), whisk ferns (Psilotum). There would 
be plenty of those: A new species of lycopodium was discovered on the last Oaxaca trip in 1990, and 
there are many species of selaginella; one, the “resurrection fern,” is to be seen in the market, a flattened, 



seemingly dead rosette of dull green which comes to startling life as soon as it rains. And there are three 
equisetums in Oaxaca, he adds, including one of the largest in the world. “But psilotum,” I say eagerly, 
“what about psilotum?” Psilotum, too, he says— two species, no less. 
  
Even as a child, I loved the primitive horsetails and clubmosses, for they were the ancestors from which 
all higher plants had come. Outside the Natural History Museum (in London, where I grew up) there was 
a fossil garden, with the fossilized trunks and roots of giant clubmosses and horsetails, and inside were 
dioramas reconstructing what the ancient forests of the Paleozoic might have looked like, with giant 
horsetail trees a hundred feet high. One of my aunts had shown me modern horsetails (only two feet high) 
in the forests of Cheshire, with their stiff, jointed stems, their knobby little cones on top. She had shown 
me tiny clubmosses and selaginellas, too, but she could not show me the most primitive of all, for 
psilotum does not grow in England. Plants resembling it—psilophytes—were the pioneers, the first land 
plants to develop a vascular system for transporting water through their stems, enabling them to stake a 
claim to the solid earth 400 million years ago, and paving the way for everything else. Psilotum, though 
sometimes called whisk fern, was not really a fern at all, for it had no proper roots or fronds, just an 
undifferentiated forking green stem, little thicker than a pencil lead.  
 
But despite its humble appearance, it was one of my favorites, and one day, I had promised myself, I 
would see it in the wild. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


